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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present our work in progress on revisiting tradi-
tional DBMS mechanisms to manage space on native Flash and
how it is administered by the DBA. Our observations and initial
results show that: the standard logical database structures can be
used for physical organization of data on native Flash; at the same
time higher DBMS performance is achieved without incurring ex-
tra DBA overhead. Initial experimental evaluation indicates a 20%
increase in transactional throughput under TPC-C, by performing
intelligent data placement on Flash, less erase operations and thus
better Flash longevity.
1. INTRODUCTION
We argue that the design of the storage architecture is not well
suited for new kinds of memory in terms of both software and hard-
ware. Flash memory has significant performance potential, which
is underutilized due to the present architecture of Flash SSDs and
the way they are used by the DBMS. To provide backwards compat-
ibility with magnetic drives, modern Flash SSDs implement legacy
block-device interfaces, supporting reading and writing at Flash
page granularity from immutable device addresses. As a result a
black-box abstraction over the Flash memory is created inside the
device by the so called Flash Translation Layer (FTL). Although,
this has facilitated the widespread use of SSDs, it results in: (i)
significant overhead primarily due to limited on-device resources
available to the FTL; (ii) unpredictable performance caused by the
background FTL processes (wear-levelling (WL) and garbage col-
lection (GC)) [1]; (iii) inability to optimize the DBMS I/O behavior
for new kinds of storage due to an additional level of indirection.
To overcome these disadvantages we recently proposed the NoFTL
approach [2], which assumes native Flash as secondary DBMS
storage. NoFTL removes all intermediate abstraction layers along
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the critical I/O path (block device interface, file system and FTL),
and enables the DBMS to control the physical address space of
Flash storage directly (see Figure 1). Under NoFTL the DBMS
is not confronted with the intricate low-level NAND control. The
Flash device is still assumed to have a thin hardware management
layer (a low-level controller).
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Figure 1: General NoFTL Architecture including Regions.
The major advantages of NoFTL over the traditional FTL-based
Flash SSD are the following: (i) usage of the more powerful com-
putational and memory resources of the host system for complex
Flash maintenance tasks; (ii) utilization of the DBMS run-time in-
formation and knowledge about the stored data and I/O for opti-
mization of GC, WL and the address mapping scheme; (iii) better
utilization of available Flash parallelism through intelligent data
placement; (iv) direct control over the out-of-place updates, which
allows implementing short atomic writes without additional over-
head; (v) elimination of redundant functionality along the I/O path.
In the present paper we revisit traditional methods for physical
space management on Flash under NoFTL. The central questions
are: how can native Flash comprising a loose set of Flash chips
be organized and utilized by the DBMS; do we need new logical
storage structures; will they overcomplicate the job of the DBA?
2. LOGICAL STORAGE STRUCTURES AND
DATA PLACEMENT ON FLASH
We introduce the concept of NoFTL regions as a new physi-
cal storage structure, to simplify the organization and management
of native Flash storage. A region comprises multiple Flash chips
or dies, over which the data is evenly distributed. The number of
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dies in each region, as well as the structure of their set is dynamic
and can change over time depending on different factors: size of
objects, required level of I/O parallelism and global wear-levelling.
CREATE REGION rgHotTbl (
MAX_CHIPS=8, MAX_CHANNELS=4, MAX_SIZE=1280M);
CREATE TABLESPACE tsHotTbl (
REGION=rgHotTbl, EXTENT SIZE 128K );
CREATE TABLE T(t_id NUMBER(3))TABLESPACE tsHotTbl;
One or more database objects with similar access properties can
be physically placed in a region; this holds for complete objects
or partitions of them. Objects with different properties are placed
in different physically separate regions to account and optimize for
the specific access characteristics. This gives us two distinct advan-
tages discussed in detail below: (a) coupling of regions and existing
logical structures to simplify database administration, and (b) abil-
ity to perform intelligent data placement to increase performance
and improve Flash longevity.
Logical Storage Structures and NoFTL Regions.
Existing logical DBMS storage structures can be defined on top
of NoFTL regions. Consider the above example: a region of a cer-
tain size rgHotTbl is defined over 8 chips. A tablespace tsHotTbl is
defined on top of rgHotTbl, where a newly created table T is placed.
The DBA can continue using established logical storage structures
such as tablespaces or extents, which can be effectively coupled to
regions. Hence, no new logical structures are needed to manage,
organize native Flash storage. The administration of native Flash
does not confront the DBA with additional complexity.
Data Placement and NoFTL Regions.
It is well known that Flash memory can perform random access
almost as fast as sequential (which is not always true for SSDs).
Thus, keeping logically adjacent blocks, physically distributed has
negligible performance implications. Furthermore, the distribution
over available Flash data channels, dies or planes allows for better
I/O parallelism than storing those blocks in sequential order phys-
ically on Flash. On the other hand, the database knowledge about
the data, about its properties and access patterns can be used to per-
form smarter data placement and optimize important Flash mainte-
nance algorithms, such as WL, GC and address mapping scheme.
For instance, it is proven that the overhead of garbage collec-
tion, which is the major factor for unpredictable performance on
SSDs, is highly dependent on the ability to separate between hot
and cold data [4, 3]. The limited on-device SSD resources rarely al-
low for maintaining comprehensive statistics about access patterns
and access frequencies over the whole logical address space. At the
same time, the DBMS maintains such and other statistics and meta-
data for each particular database object. Since under NoFTL the
DBMS has full control over the physical Flash address space and
can perform direct data placement, it becomes easy to utilize the
DBMS knowledge. Regions, therefore, allow the DBA and DBMS
to control physical data placement on the device in order to opti-
mize Flash management. Intelligent data placement using regions
is in the general case an optimal trade off between the provided
I/O-parallelism and the overhead of GC.
3. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
We implemented and integrated regions in the NoFTL architec-
ture [2] under Shore-MT. Our initial results indicate that the con-
cept of intelligent data placement on Flash has big potential. For in-
stance, under TPC-C we could achieve about 20% increase in trans-
actional throughput (Figure 3) by applying multi-region data place-
ment configuration (Figure 2). In this configuration we have di-
vided database objects of TPC-C based on their I/O properties into
6 regions. Further we have distributed 64 dies of Flash SSD over
those regions based on sizes of objects and their I/O rate (required
level of I/O parallelism). In addition to performing 20% more trans-
actions than traditional data placement and 20% more READ and
WRITE I/Os, the GC performs almost 20% less COPYBACKs and
4.3% less ERASEs. This reduction in write-amplification of multi-
region configurations leads to lower I/O latencies and consequently
to lower transaction response times. The second effect of decreased
write-amplification of multi-region data placement configurations
is the better longevity of the Flash devices. Sheet1
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Figure 2: Multi-region data placement configuration for TPC-CSheet1
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Figure 3: Performance comparison of traditional and multi-
region data placement configuration.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The black box architecture of modern Flash SSDs does not al-
low to utilize the rich DBMS knowledge about stored data and I/O
for optimization of complex Flash maintenance functionality such
as garbage collection, wear-levelling and address mapping scheme.
In pursuit of a solution, we extend our NoFTL approach with the
notion of regions for allowing the DBMS to control the physical
placement based on the properties of database objects. NoFTL Re-
gions can be easily mapped to existing DBMS structures such as
tablespaces. Our initial results indicate that intelligent data place-
ment can significantly improve the performance of the DBMS as
well as the longevity of Flash devices.
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